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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Ekurhuleni RSDF for Region A contains a Spatial Plan that depicts 

the overall development framework, highlighting, inter-alia: 

 Strategic development proposals 

 Corridors to be promoted (mobility and activity) 

 Specific activity nodes to be promoted 

 Potential Transit Orientated Developments (TODs) 

 Areas where residential densification will be supported, 

including the extent and nature of such densification, taking into 

account the impact of such densification on the environment as 

well as the impact of external factors on the densified areas.  

A common thread through all the proposals is to encourage higher 

density residential and employment uses: Higher density 

development will place larger numbers of potential users adjacent to 

well-developed public transport services, which will add to the 

likelihood that these individuals will use public transport. Higher 

public transport use, in turn, will serve to justify higher levels of 

service, which will encourage higher levels of ridership. Activity nodes 

can act as the focal points for the highest density in the municipality. 

However a variety of densities should be encouraged to permit a 

mix of incomes and housing types at activity nodes. 

1.1 CURRENT HOUSING PROJECTS 

Current housing typologies can be observed in the table below. 

Multiple residential (flats, clusters and complexes) can predominantly 

be found in high income areas; informal areas within poor areas. 

Interestingly, single residential units can be found in across the income 

spectrum – clearly illustrating the current housing delivery process of 

RDP houses on serviced stands. The map below further indicates the 

proximity of informal settlements to the previously disadvantaged 

areas. These settlements are also located either in mining belt (on land 

with serious geotechnical constraints) or close the urban edge. 

 

 
Housing Typology 

Level of Income 
Multiple Residential 

(Cluster & Flats) 
Informal 

Settlements 
Single 

Residential 

High Income Areas 69% 9% 31% 

Medium Income 
Areas 

16% 5% 12% 

Low Income Areas 6% 2% 14% 

Poor Areas 7% 75% 34% 

Destitute Areas 2% 9% 10% 

Table 1: Ekurhuleni Housing Typologies 
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Figure 1: Housing Typologies 

 

Figure 2 illustrate the distribution of current and future housing projects 

in Ekurhuleni, with specific focus on the proposed nodes in Region A. The 

majority of the housing projects fall within the mining belt. Few projects 

fall within the demarcated nodes (in blue) that is proposed as part of 

the Spatial Plan. 

 

Figure 2: Current & Proposed Subsidised Housing Projects 
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1.2 AVAILABILITY OF WELL LOCATED LAND 

Figure 3 below maps vacant municipal owned land. 

 

Figure 3: Vacant Municipal Owned Land 

 

Spatial 
Structuring 

Element 

Degraded 
or Env. 

Affected 
To be 

Confirmed 
Vacant (No 
Constraints) 

Grand 
Total 

Aerotropolis 
Node 80.38 130.53 33.10 244.01 

Bedfordview 
Node 68.47 0.00 4.27 72.74 

Boksburg CBD 110.53 126.27 5.01 241.81 

Germiston CBD 59.52 175.52 7.01 242.05 

Ravensklip Station 0.32 0.00 0.89 1.21 

Knights Station 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Elandsfontein 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Sub-total Inside 
Nodes 319.22 432.32 50.29 801.83 

Outside Nodes 160.79 781.82 111.36 1053.97 

Grand Total 480.01 1214.14 161.65 1855.80 
Table 2: Vacant Municipal Owned Land 

There is 1 855 hectares of vacant municipal owned land in Region A. Of this, 

800 hectares fall within the proposed nodes (nothing in Knights or 

Elandsfontein stations). A large part of this land is either degraded or 

environmentally affected, leaving a minimum of 50 hectares and a  

maximum of around 480 hectares of developable land (this is assuming that 

all of the 432 Ha indicated as “to be confirmed” can in fact be developed). 

The conclusion from this section is that very little municipal owned land can 

be used to accommodate any of the land uses discussed in the land use 

module. 
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2 PROPOSED HOUSING TYPOLOGIES 

The development of higher densities residential units are essential to give 

effect to the proposals of densification, mixed use and intensification 

highlighted in the land use plan for the Region A RSDF. It also makes cities 

function more efficiently and allow people to benefit from the facilities in the 

city at an affordable cost.  The housing densities and the proposed built 

form create a sense of urbanity. Individual RDP house typologies are 

grouped into clusters or linked as row houses. This creates a larger more 

dominant structure rather than a dispersed single standing unit.  

The main categories of high density housing form: 

 Attached Housing  

o Row housing and semi-detached housing  

o Maisonettes  

o Courtyard housing 

 Apartments/ flats  

o Three- to four-storey walk-up buildings 

o Flats  

 Hybrid housing  

 

2.1 ATTACHED HOUSING 

2.1.1 ROW HOUSING (TERRACE HOUSING) AND SEMI-DETACHED HOUSING  

Row housing constitutes of a (usually uniform) continuous row of 

housing where internal side walls are shared and is the most 

accepted medium density attached housing form.  Four units in a row 

is the minimum in terms of cost efficiency, while more than ten units is 

too long. Semi-detached units consist of two units built next to each 

other and sharing a party wall on one side only.   

 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

Figure 4: Combining flats with row houses (1) 

 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

Figure 5: Combining town houses with row houses (2) 
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Table 3: Row housing (terrace housing) / semi-detached housing 

Some general 

considerations 

Units configured as simplexes or duplexes, adjacent to 

each other or stacked to heights of 2 to 4 storeys 

Suitable for smaller scale infill projects and general 

densification by sub-dividing existing properties or 

adding units to existing property  

Design and layout to create adequate private ground 

floor yard space for individual units 

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high density low-rise 

construction 

A range of densities can be achieved depending on 

the urban context 

Shorter service runs than those for free-standing houses 

Compact and inexpensive relative to other types, yet 

providing direct access, parking, unit identity, private 

open space and relatively high levels of privacy 

Potential for shared walls to reduce exposure to 

elements and reduce construction costs 

No interior spaces that are public or that have to be 

shared with other residents or neighbours   

Direct access from each unit to the street and/or 

communal area  

 

Conservation of space while providing desirable 

amenities, but requires careful consideration in layout 

to assure successful circulation and entry 

Choice of location can support viable public transport 

systems 

Walkable neighbourhoods result from pedestrian scale 

and density of pedestrian scale and density of 

development 

Cost reduction techniques of mass housing are 

applicable. 

Some 

disadvantages 

Limited use of plot area for extension or planting. 

Access to backyard of row house only possible through 

the main unit problematic where backyard dwelling is 

rented out on the plot 

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to noise 

from neighbours caused by shared walls 

Users fear that personal identity may be lost in a row 

housing complex 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

2.1.2 MAISONETTES  

Maisonettes are small blocks of flats with four, six or eight units per block 

and are a standard type of higher-density low-rise typology able to 

achieve a maximum vertical stacking of units. Upper units are reached by a 

common outdoor gallery at the second- or third-floor level. Maisonettes 

provide excellent opportunities for introducing small numbers of higher-

density housing developments into existing low-density suburbs where small 

pockets of land are available.  
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Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

Figure 6: Maisonettes Housing Unit 

Table 4: Maisonettes 

Some general 

considerations 

Units configured as simplexes, duplexes, adjacent to 

or stacked above each other to height of 2 to 3 

storeys 

Suitable for new build social housing and public 

rental housing projects and smaller scale infill 

projects  

Design and layout to contribute to positive communal 

and shared spaces 

Common facilities include gardens, play areas, 

parking, roads, drying yards, laundry 

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high density low-rise 

construction. 

Direct access of ground floor units to the street 

and/or communal area 

Sense of responsibility and custodianship of 

communal areas created by limited number of 

residents 

Public interior spaces such as landings and staircases 

shared amongst few households 

Some 

disadvantages 

Loss of ground orientation for upper units 

Safety and protection from the weather 

compromised by external access to upper units  

 

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to 

noise from neighbours caused by shared walls 

Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

2.1.3  COURTYARD HOUSING 

Courtyard housing consists of attached units arranged around open spaces, 

forming courtyards. The semi-public courtyard space provides a sense of 

safety and privacy. Front doors typically open onto the courtyard and rear 

doors may open onto alleys.  

It can also consist of a number of units grouped around a courtyard or 

individual rooms with shared facilities around a courtyard. This form of 

housing renewed attention as a higher-density housing typology.  
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Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

Figure 7: Courtyard Housing Unit. 

Table 5: Courtyard housing 

Some general 

considerations 

Units configured as simplexes, duplexes, adjacent to 

each other or stacked to heights between 1 and 4 

storeys 

Suitable for new build social, public rental, communal 

and transitional housing 

Effective design of buildings and layout contribute to 

potentially high levels of privacy and significant 

outdoor space as an extension of the indoor space 

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high density low-rise 

construction 

Suitable for the adaptation of hostels 

Effective in densification of individual plots in low 

density areas 

Provision of safe outdoor courtyard areas, especially 

for children 

Courtyard shared by defined group of residents 

creates ownership and responsibility of communal 

space 

If planted and greened, courtyards form microclimates 

able to moderate climatic extremes and provide 

manageable green space with limited water resources 

Cross-ventilation and sunlight maximised for all units 

through strategic placing of windows vis-à-vis 

courtyard 

Relatively inexpensive and applicable to warm, dry, 

sunny climate 

Cost reduction techniques of mass housing applicable 

Some 

disadvantages 

Generally restricted to not more than 2 storeys due to 

sunlight requirement to penetrate courtyards 

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to noise 

from neighbours caused by shared walls and 

communal spaces 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

2.2 APARTMENTS/FLATS 

2.2.1 THREE- TO FOUR-STOREY WALK-UP BUILDINGS 

Three- to four-storey walk-up buildings are often used to configure the 

medium to higher-density low-rise scale of urban housing. This typology is 

considered the least expensive form of medium-density housing.  
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Table 6: Three to Four-storey walk-up buildings. 

Some general 

considerations 

Units configured as simplexes, duplexes, adjacent to or 

stacked above each other 

Suitable for new build higher density housing projects 

and smaller scale infill projects 

Design and layout to create a sense of identity and 

ownership 

of communal areas 

Common facilities include gardens, play areas, 

parking, roads, drying yards, laundry  

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high-density low-rise 

construction 

Direct access from ground floor units to the street 

and/or 

communal area 

Can be broken down in scale– few units share common 

stairway and common 

courtyard 

Suitable for the adaptation of Hostels 

Establishment of sufficient density for economies of 

scale to support local shops, services and viable public 

transport systems 

Cost reduction techniques of mass housing applicable 

Some 

disadvantages 

Loss of ground orientation for upper units 

Risk of outdoor ground space being consumed by 

motor vehicles as densities are maximised 

Lack of sufficient community ownership and proper 

management and maintenance could lead to 

communal areas becoming neglected and dangerous. 

Complicated design and construction techniques result 

in higher construction costs.  

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to noise 

from 

neighbours caused by shared 

walls and communal spaces 

Sharing of public interior spaces such as landings and 

staircases amongst residents or neighbours 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

2.2.2 FLATS  

High-density flats consist of high-rise buildings exceeding three storeys, using 

either the hydraulic elevator that has an upward limit of six storeys, or the 

electric elevator that accommodates up to 30 storeys. All units share common 

interior areas such as corridors, stairs and elevators. The outside grounds are 

dissociated from individual units and are shared by all residents. 

Table 7: Flats 

Some general 

considerations 

Units configured as high rise buildings exceeding 3 

storeys 

Suitable for new build social housing and public rental 

housing projects, and general densification, especially 

in inner-city areas. 

Design and layout to contribute to positive communal 

space instilling a sense of ownership, safety, 

readability and identity 

Common facilities include gardens, play areas, 

parking, roads, drying yards, laundry. 

Usually well-located 

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high density highrise 

construction 
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Direct access of ground floor units to the street and/or 

communal area 

Could potentially be refurbished and revitalised 

Establishment of sufficient density for economies of 

scale to support local shops, services and viable public 

transport systems 

Some 

disadvantages 

  

Loss of ground orientation for upper units  

Fear of users that personal identity may be lost in 

high-rise buildings 

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to noise 

from neighbours caused by shared walls and 

communal spaces 

Public rental flats built as part of council housing 

schemes are mostly in low income areas removed from 

urban opportunities 

Complicated design and construction techniques result 

in higher construction costs may be lost in high-rise 

buildings 

Lack of sufficient community ownership and proper 

management and maintenance could lead to communal 

areas becoming neglected and dangerous 

Risk of outdoor ground space being consumed by 

motor vehicles as densities are maximises 

Provision of private rental accommodation on a 

commercial profit driven basis 

Sharing of public interior spaces such as landings and 

staircases amongst residents or neighbour 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

 

2.3 HYBRID/CLUSTER HOUSING 

This refers to a group of units arranged around a communal space, taking a 

variety of configurations. According to Untermann, cluster housing is “the 

most fundamental and enduring form of human settlement.” 

2.3.1 CLUSTER HOUSING:  

This form of housing combines row and terrace houses, town houses, flats, 

maisonettes and courtyard houses. Row houses and walk-ups can easily be 

combined on the same site as they are of similar scale and appeal to 

different groups, thereby broadening the occupant mix.  

Table 8: Cluster housing 

Some general 

considerations 

A range of house types configured in a variety of 

ways 

Suitable for new build social housing and public rental 

housing projects, as well as general densification.  

Layout forms a defensible enclosure that provides a 

reasonable degree of privacy, private outdoor space 

and ground orientation at higher densities. 

Common facilities could include gardens, play areas, 

parking, roads, drying yards, laundry 

Some advantages Efficient use of land through high-density low-rise 

Construction 

Combination of different typologies create a mix of 

units and affordability levels within the same 

development  

Suitable for the adaptation of hostels 

Provision of safe outdoor areas, especially for children  
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Achievement of social benefits by aggregating shared 

open space and organising a hierarchy of private, 

semiprivate and public spaces 

Cost reduction techniques of mass housing can be 

applied 

Some 

disadvantages 

Quality of management and environment is dependent 

on body corporate 

Lack of sufficient community ownership and proper 

management and maintenance could lead to 

communal areas becoming neglected and dangerous 

Lower levels of privacy and higher sensitivities to noise 

from neighbours caused by shared walls and 

communal spaces 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

As a general guide, they provide some typical densities for the different unit 

types. Any house type can be built at lower densities than shown below, but 

economically as well as in terms of maintaining community facility thresholds; 

it may be difficult to justify figures that are much lower.  

Table 9: Lynch and Hack: proposed thresholds for different housing typologies (Lynch & Hack 
1984). 

Housing typology Floor Area Ratio 

(F.A.R.) 

Net 

density 

Single family Up to 0,2 Up to 20 

Row houses 0,5 40-60 

Stacked townhouses 0,8 60-100 

Three storey walk-ups 1,0 100-115 

Six storey elevator apartments 1,4 160-190 

Thirteen storey elevator 1,8 215-240 

apartments 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

The following net densities for South African cities (Maluleke, Luthuli and 

Associates; 2007) 

Table 10: Thresholds proposed for different housing typologies in South Africa 

Housing 

typology 

Net density Plot size 

Single 10-20 du/ha 400-800m² 

Semi-detached 20-30 du/ha 300-500m² 

Row housing 30-60 du/ha 150-300m² 

Walk-ups 80-100 du/ha n/a 

Flats  n/a 
Source: Guidelines for sustainable medium-density housing. 

 

Case study of Cosmo City; Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality. 

Proposed RDP units 

Option A: One duplex unit (40sqm) with rental accommodation (30 sqm) two 

rooms and one bathroom per Erf of 98 sqm Or Option B: Two simplex RDP 

units (40 sqm) per Erf of 98 sqm RDP units: 40 sqm two bedroom units ERF 

size 98 sqm. 

Proposed Densities: 

 RDP Unit: Simplex and duplex units 200 du per Ha 

 Bonded units Single units per site 100 du per Ha 

 Bonded units Res 3 Walk-ups 170 du per Ha 

 Social Rental units Walk-ups 
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Source: Urban Design Framework for an Integrated Mixed-Use Housing Development. 

Figure 8: Open court serves as common access to semi-detached simplex units. 

 

 

 
 

Source: Urban Design Framework for an Integrated Mixed-Use Housing Development. 

Figure 9: Duplex units with back yard rental rooms and option for additional room or shop on 
public road 
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Source: Urban Design Framework for an Integrated Mixed-Use Housing Development. 

Figure 10: Row houses face the street with individual access to ground and first floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Total No of RDP units 2536 units 

 Total No of Bonded units 358 units 

 Total no of Walk-up units 6469 units 

 

Total No of units 9363 units 

 

All units are designed with extension possibilities e.g. the addition of a 

bedroom on the ground floor, or the option of a room or shop for houses 

that are located on activity spines or specified corners. 

 

Bonded Units  

Units shall range from 40sqm to 60sqm built on 200 sqm Erven 

 

 
Source: Urban Design Framework for an Integrated Mixed-Use Housing Development. 

Figure 11: Duplex units with rental back yard rooms, access from extended courtyard 

 

 


